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Iron Man's best friend is the Dopod, a silver metallic and high-tech palm-sized robot that can walk, talk, and change shape. This 9-piece replica kit
includes a metallic red-and-silver robot body with futuristic detailing, a new fire-spray feature, and a six-part miniature diagnostic scanner with LED

light and spoke-rim display. The Dopod can be used to repair broken gadgets, clean spills and small messes, assemble replacement parts, and
much more. Help Tony and Bruce save Manhattan City from a terrifying foe using the 5-piece Marvel Ultimate Marvel Vs. Capcom 3 Colors/Glow
inks set. This assortment of inks includes characters like Thor, Rocket Raccoon, Wolverine, Trish and Cap, with a small assortment of characters

like Chun-Li and Mega Man. The set also includes paints, sprays, and a glow pen for adding subtle effects to your Marvel based artwork. The most
powerful weapon in the Marvel Universe is the Infinity Gauntlet. When Thanos first discovered the power of the Gauntlet and obtained it, it granted

him control over the cosmos, turning him into a God. Available for the first time ever, the Marvel The Avengers: Black Panther x Marvel Black
Panther: True Faith Edition Kit is a high-quality build-a-diorama set that celebrates the Marvel universe's first African hero. The 16-piece kit includes

three diorama sets: a base, a wardrobe, and a detailed Iron Man figure (with four interchangeable heads and hands). Rocket's gun-toting mech
Battle Sphere is featured in Guardians of the Galaxy, Avengers, Avengers Assemble, and many other Marvel comics. In the movies, the Battle

Sphere has been shown to be equipped with a variety of weapons, including the ability to be converted into an airborne hover vehicle, and it can
be used as a teleportation device, capable of transporting vehicles and characters through hyperspace. The Battle Sphere is also equipped with

additional turrets that can be used for close-range combat.
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2Forged from high-quality steel and finished in high-polish chrome,strength, durability, anti-corrosion protection.non slip wide comfortable handle
is made of TPR material,comfortable hand feeling, ergonomically design and guarantee optimal force-transmission,All the tools meet or exceed
ANSI critical standards. Another essential toolbox with plenty of space for your tools and your work!Made from 1.5" carbon steel with rust proof
epoxy coating, the tool box features a heavy-duty steel tote inside. This toolbox has four large side openings with tabs to securely hold all your
tools. The lid has a 3" wide opening for easy access to your tools. The lid also has an integrated tool slot. Perfect for any job! For over 25 years,

Marvel Comics has kept readers in the know about the adventures of Earth's Mightiest Heroes in the Marvel Universe. With an interconnected and
evolving cast of characters across decades of stories, Marvel's brand is comprised of a vast universe of comic-book heroes, each with their own

extraordinary ability. Whether you're a lifelong fan of comic books or a new enthusiast, MCU is your gateway to cinematic blockbusters starring the
most iconic characters and storylines, all from the studio that brought you Marvel's "Avengers" movies and the television shows "Agent Carter" and
"Marvel's Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D.". Join these heroes for incredible adventures in the upcoming Marvel Cinematic Universe, the first chapter of which

unfolds in May 2018 with the global release of "Avengers: Infinity War." 5ec8ef588b
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